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Intelligent Fashion

®

1. Your System should come with a Track Assembly, Mounting
Brackets, a Control Device (if Purchased), and Solar Panel(s).
Single Motor

Installing Motorized Drapery

2. Level and mount brackets to a solid surface. Ensure solid blocking,
use anchors when necessary. Brackets must be aligned to fit track
path and must not be more than 20" [508mm] apart. Heavier draperies
require brackets to be placed closer together.

Tumo Solar

3. Hook bracket securely in the headrail's side groove. Then with the
track level, rotate the cam-lock 90° so that the track is tightly held in
place.Tighten cam-lock with phillips screwdriver to secure in place.

CEILING MOUNT
Level brackets by adding shims to obtain
proper height before affixing to ceiling

WALL MOUNT
Level wall brackets to proper
height before affixing to wall

Tandem Motor
50.9mm [2"]

508.0mm [20"] MAX. TYPICAL

CEILING MOUNT

Note: If installing a spliced track, please refer to the
Splice Assembly sheet before installation.

4. Attach fabric wrap clip for fabric return (If Desired).

5. Slide motor drive shaft into drive gear and secure the locking clip.
Locking clip must be fully engaged by sliding lever past the locking
mechanism.
Failure to do so may result in the motor falling off the track.

WALL MOUNT

Note: Installer to provide wall anchors and screws appropriate to the
surface material and weight of the product. Metal, self-drilling
anchors are recommended for drywall.

6. Connect solar power cable to solar panel and to solar motor.

7. Track installation is complete. If your system needs to be
programmed, please refer to the appropiate programming
instructions for this product.

4. Installing Solar Panel and Brackets. Solar Panel MUST be
exposed to Direct Sunlight and Inside the window, and mounted
in close proximity to Solar Motor.

LATCH MUST CLEAR RAMP TAB
AND LOCK INTO PLACE. IF NOT
LOCKED, MOTOR COULD
BECOME LOOSE AND DISENGAGE
FROM DRIVE GEAR.

Note: Installer should in NO way tamper with provided solar power
cable.

Enjoy your new BTX Intelligent Fashion Window Coverings product.
For support or more information, email btxwindow@btxinc.com or
call (800) 422-8839.

